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Abstract
A way is proposed to realize controllable-nuclear fusion by γ-laser or γ-ray
and ordinary laser with their certain frequencies and large enough intensities
to irradiate a target ball. The function of ordinary laser is to heat the target
nuclei and to realize the inertial confinement for the target nuclei. The target
nuclei absorbing γ-photons will be in a certain excited state. The scattering
cross-sections will be larger and the ignition temperature will be lower to
realize fusion of the nuclei in their excited states than those of the nuclei in
their ground states. In contrast with the nuclei applied in conventional fusion, e.g., deutons and tritons, according to the way, the nuclei applied to fusion should have the following characters: the nuclei have their excited states,
one of the excited states has higher energy and longer lifetime, and the masses
of the nuclei are lesser. Thus, the Lawson conditions can more easily be realized so that the controllable nuclear fusion is possibly realized by the way.
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1. Introduction
γ-ray has been produced by electron-laser back-scattering. The way to realize
γ-laser whose wavelength is continuously adjustable has been presented [1] [2]
[3].
To date, controlled nuclear fusion has a important progress [4], but not the
ultimate realization. A necessary condition for nuclear fusion is that the Lawson
coditions must be satisfied. One of the conditions is that the distance between
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two target nuclei must be lesser than the radius of the strong interaction. This
means that the nuclear kinetic energy must be large enough to overcome the
electrostatic potential barrier between two nuclei. The ignition temperature is
not easily achieved by traditional methods.
This paper presents a way to realize nuclear fusion at lower temperature by

γ-laser or strong enough γ-ray and ordinary laser to irradiate target atoms. The
ignition temperature of nuclear fusion of the excited nuclei is lower, and the
scattering cross-section of the excited nuclei is larger. Thus, the Lawson
conditions can easily be realized.
The effect of γ-laser or γ-ray is essntially different from the ordinary laser.
The energy of a γ-photon can be the same as the difference between these two
energy states. Hence a nucleus can transit to its excited state after it absorbs a

γ-photon.
In Section 2 the way to realize nuclear fusion by γ-laser is presented; in
Section 3, the features of the way are explained; Section 4 is discussion; Section 5
is the conclusion.

2. The Way to Realize Nuclear Fusion by γ-Laser or γ-Ray
1) The Way to Realize Nuclear Fusion by γ -Laser or γ-Ray with Their
Large Enough Intensities
Let it have been ready that a target atom ball composed of A and B sorts of
atoms, many (such as 36) γ-laser beams or many γ-ray beams with their certain
frequency ωγ i , i = A, B and their large enough intensities, and many (such as
192) ordinary laser beams with certain frequencies ωoi and their large enough
intensities. The laser beams distribute symmetrically about the target ball and
irradiate the target ball. A nucleus absorbing a γ-photon with its energy

Eγ i = ωγ i will be in its excited state with its energy eigenvalues Eei .
Considering the Mossbauer Effect, i.e. the recoil effect of the nucleus, we obtain
the energy of the photon to be
Eγ i = ( Eei − Egi ) + ( Eei − Egi )

2

2mi c 2 , Eei  TeF ,

(1)

where Eei , Egi , mi and TeF are the energy of the excited state, the energy of the
ground state, the mass of the ith sort of the target nuclei in the static state, and
the fusion temperature of the A-nuclei and the B-nuclei in their excited states. In
general, the condition Eei > TeF can be satistied. The function of the ordinary
laser is to strip the electrons about a nucleus and to realize the inertial
confinement for the nuclei in the target ball. In the period of the inertial
confinement for the nuclei, γ-laser or γ-ray irradiates the target ball from
beginning to end.
It is also possible that the target ball is composed of only the the A sort of
atoms. Because of γ-laser or γ-ray irradiation, the target ball becomes a plasma
composed of the A-nuclei in their excited states and electrons. When the
temperature of the plasma Tp  TeF , incident B-nuclei (e.g. a beam of protons)
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with a certain momentum will react with the A-nuclei, the fusion of the A-nuclei
and B-nuclei can occur in the plasma.
The reaction of the two nuclei in their excited states has the following features.
The ignition temperature will be lower and the scattering cross-sections will
be larger to realize fusion of the nuclei in their excited states.
2) The distance of the nucleons in the outermost shell of a nucleus in its
excited state to its nuclear centre is larger than that of the nucleus in its
ground state to its nuclear centre
The volume of a nucleus when it is in its excited states is approximately equal
to that when it is in its ground state, because a nucleus cannot be compressed.
Although the volume of a nucleus is invarient, its shape can change. Because of
the stretching action of the nucleus in the outermost shell when a nucleus is in
an excited state, a spheric nucleus can become an ellipsoid nucleus when it
transits from its ground state to an excited state. In other words, the ratio of the
ellisoid long axis to the short axis becomes bigger when the nucleus changes
from its ground state to an excited state. Let the long axis and short axis of the
ith sort of nuclei in its ground state be rgli and rgsi , the long axis and short axis
of the ith sort of nuclei in an excited state be reli and resi , respectively, then it
is necessary

reli > rgli , reli resi > rgli rgsi ,

(2)

Because of (2), there should be

le > lg , µe > µ g ,

(3)

where le and µe are the orbital angular momenta and the orbital magnetic

moments of the nucleus in an excited state, and lg and µ g are the orbital
angular momenta and the orbital magnetic moments of the nucleus in its ground
state.
3) Scattering cross-sections of the strong interaction of the nuclei in their
excited states will be larger than that of the nuclei in their ground states
The strong interaction of two nucleons by exchange virtual π-mesons is
attractive interaction. Let the strong interaction radius of a nucleon be R0 , then
the strong interaction radius of the A-nucleus and B-nucleus in their excited
states is Re = R0 + relA + relB , and the strong interaction radius of the A and B
nuclei in their ground states is Rg = R0 + rglA + rglB . It is necessary that

Re > Rg ,

(4)

because relA > rglA and relB > rglB .
On the other hand, the surface area of a nucleus in an excited state is bigger
than that of the nucleus in its ground state, because their volumes are the same,
but reli > rgli . Let σ g and σ e are the scattering cross sections of strong
interaction of the A-nucleus and B-nucleus when both are in their ground and
when both are their excited states, respectively, then it is necessary

σe > σ g.
DOI: 10.4236/wjnst.2018.84016
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Increase of scattering cross section is equivalent to increase of the number
density n of nuclei.
4) The temperature to realize fusion reaction of the nuclei in their excited
states will be lower than that of the nuclei in their ground states
When the distance RAB of the A-nucleus and B-nucleus in their ground
states is larger than Rg , i.e. RAB > Rg , or RAB > Re , the stong interaction
between the A-nucleus and B-nucleus may be neglected, When RAB > Rg or
RAB > Re , the electromagnetic interaction is dominative. In order to realize the
nuclear reaction, RAB  Rg or RAB  Re is necessary. Let QA and QB are
the charges of the A-nucleus and the B-nucleus, respectively, the electromagnetic
potential energy between the A-nucleus and the B-nucleus is

VAB = QAQB RAB .

(6)

Let Eg be the relative kinetic energy of the A-nucleus and the B-nucleus in

their ground states, and Ee be the relative kinetic energy of the A-nucleus and
the B-nucleus in their excited states, then only when

Eg  Vg ≡ QAQB Rg ,

(7)

Ee  Ve ≡ QAQB Re ,

(8)

or
the nuclear reaction of the A-nucleus and B-nucleus can occur. It is obvious that

Eg > Ee .

(9)

In fact, when nuclei are in excited states, the internal energy of the nuclei
increase. The internal energy will release out when nuclear reaction occurs.
Increase of the internal energy is equivalent to increase of of kinetic energy of
the nuclei. Hence the temperature Te to realize fusion reaction of the nuclei
when they are in their excited states will be lower than that when they are in
their ground states, i.e.

Tg > Te .

(10)

It is seen from (3), (5) and (10) that the nuclei in an excited state can more
easily confined than the nuclei in their ground state. In other words, under the
same conditions, the confined time

τ ec > τ gc .
where τ ec and τ gc are the confined times of the nuclei in an excited state and
in their ground state, respectively. Consequently,

nτ e > nτ g .

(11)

Here it is considered that increase of scattering cross section is equivalent to
increase of the number density n of nuclei. It is seen that according to the way,
the Lawson conditions can easier be realized so that the controlled nuclear
fusion can easier be realized.
5) Choice of nuclei applied to fusion and an example
In contrast with the conventional choice of fusion nuclei, it is possible that
DOI: 10.4236/wjnst.2018.84016
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deutons and tritons are not optimal nuclei for fusion. It can been seen from
above mentioned that the nuclei applied to fusion should have the following
characters: the nuclei have their excited states; one of the excited states has
higher energy and longer lifetime; and the masses of the nuclei are lesser.
For example, 11B and 1H nuclei may be chosen. The target ball is composed of
the

B10H14 molecules. Because of irradiation of ordinary laser, the

11

B10H14

11

molecules is dissociated to plasma composed of B’s, p’s and electrons. It is also
11

possible that the target ball is composed of only the 11B atoms, but proton beams
with their large enough momenta impact the target ball. There is the following
reaction [5]
11

B + p → 12 C∗ → 12 C + γ , 8 Be + α + Eg′ , 3α + Eg .
11

B + p → 11 C + n, 10 B + d, 11 B + p,

(12)
(13)

where 12C* is an intermediate state or an excited state of 12C, Eg′ and Eg are
the energies released in the reaction. Let Egp be the relative kinetic energy of

an incident proton and 11B be in its ground state, then when Egp  3 MeV [5],
the reaction

11

B + p → 3α + Eg , Eg =
8.7 MeV,

(14)

is dominate. There is no neutron to release in the reaction, hence this is a clean
fusion-energy sources. But this reaction cross-section is lower and this ignition
temperature is higher than those of a deuton and a triton. In order to overcome
the two shortcomings, we suggest to irradiate the 11B target nuclei by γ-laser or
∗
γ-ray. There is the excited state 11B* of 11B whose energy EeB
= 2.124693 MeV

(let the energy of its ground state be zero), lifetime is 3.8 fs, and spin and parity
is (1/2)− [5]. The energy of the γ-photon is
∗
∗2
E
EeB
=
+ EeB
γ

( 2m c ) .
B

2

(15)

∗
is the transition energy of the 11B nucleus from its ground state with its
EeB
spin and parity (3/2)− to the excited state 11B* when the 11B nucleus is static [5],
and mB is the mass of a 11B nucleus. A 11B target nucleus absorbing a γ-photon
with its energy Eγ will be in its excited state 11B* by the interaction of its
magnetic dipole M1.

γ + 11 B → 11 B∗ .

(16)

To impact a 11B* nuclei by such proton with the energy

Eep  ( 3 − 2.124693) MeV =
0.875307 MeV,

(17)

a reactions analogous to (14) will occur, i.e.
11

B∗ + p → 3α + E .

(18)

It is seen the ignition temperature will be lower because the relative kinetic
B nucleus reduces from Egp ~ 3 MeV to
Eep ~ 0.875307 MeV . Consequently, the fusion temperature will significantly
reduce.

energy of a proton and the
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The particles in the final states of (18) are the same as those of (14). But The
reaction cross-section of 11B* + p is larger and this ignition temperature of 11B*+p
is lower than those of 11B+p. When Egp  3 MeV and 11B in its ground state or

when Eep  0.875307 MeV and 11B in the excited state 11B*, the probability of

the reaction (13) is very small [6]. Especially, there is no neutron to release out
in the final states.

It is possible that there are the results analogous to (18) for other nuclei, e.g.
B + p or 9Be* + 3He, here 11B** is another excited state of 11B and 9Be* is an

11 *

excited state of 9Be.
Another example is to choose

B’s and neutrons. There are the following

10

reactions
′ ,
B + n → 11 B + Egn

(19)

′,
B∗ + n → 11 B + Een

(20)

10

10

It is seen from above described that the reaction (20) is more easilly realized
that (19), and the fusion temperature of (20) is significantly smaller than that of
(18), because there is no electrostatic potential energy to be overcomed.

3. Discussion
It is possible that the lifetime τ e of the excited state of target nuclei is shorter
than the period τ ec in which the nuclei are confined. For example, the lifetime
of the excited state 11B* is only 3.8 fs. Thus, it is possible that the nuclei have
decayed in the period τ ec so that the nuclei are not in their excited states when
two nuclei impact. Thus, it is necessary that γ-laser or γ-ray irradiates the nuclei
from beginning to end in the period τ ec . The process in which the nuclei can be
in excited states is a dynamic balance process. In order to the ne ng  1 , the
intensity of γ-laser or γ-ray to irradiate the target nuclei should be large enough.
It is seen from the process that such excited states which have longer lifetime
should be chosen.
The electric field intensity of a laser tail wave. is very strong and variational.
When a plasma composed of A-nuclei, B-nuclei and electrons is confined by a
strong magnetic field and is acted by the laser tail wave, the temperature of the
plasma will fastly increase. This is because the differences among the mass of a

A-nucleus, the mass of a B-nucleus and the mass of an electron are very large,
the differences among the velocities of the A-nuclei, the velocities of the B-nuclei
and the velocities of the electrons and the differences among the accelerations of
the A-nuclei, the accelerations of the B-nuclei and the accelerations of the
electrons are all very large so that collision among the A-nuclei, the B-nuclei and
the electrons is very frequent and strong. Consequently, the temperature of the
plasma must fastly increase.

4. Conclusion
This paper proposes a way to realize controllable-nuclear fusion by γ-laser or
DOI: 10.4236/wjnst.2018.84016
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γ-ray and ordinary laser with their certain frequencies and large enough
intensities to irradiate a target ball. The function of ordinary laser is to heat
target nuclei and to realize the inertial confinement for the plasma composed of
the nuclei and electrons. The target nuclei absorbing γ-photons will be in a
certain excited state. The scattering cross-sections will be larger and the ignition
temperature will be lower to realize fusion of the nuclei in their excited states
than those of the nuclei in their ground states. In contrast with the nuclei
applied in conventional fusion, e.g., deutons and tritons, according to the way,
the nuclei applied to fusion should have the following characters: the nuclei have
their excited states, one of the excited states has higher energy and longer
11
5

B and p. On the
other hand, it is easier to confine the target nuclei in their excited state because
the ignition temperature is lower, and the scattering sections and nuclear
magnetic moments are larger. Thus, the Lawson conditions can more easily be
realized so that the controllable nuclear fusion is possibly realized by the way.

lifetime, and the masses of the nuclei are lesser, for example,
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